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Provide opportunities for cross-department collaboration

Conduct regular reviews to establish employee satisfaction 
 and feedback

Salary that meets or exceeds the industry standard with  
set routes for progression

Ensure any overtime is consensual and compensated

Develop a milestone roadmap on an individual and 
department-wide level 

Introduce mentorship programmes and CPD  
whiteboard sessions  

An open door management policy where ideas 
 are listened to without fear of judgement

Tools and resources specialising in time management  
to ensure work is sufficiently planned 

Free or discounted membership to therapy and meditation apps 

Subsidised therapy for personal problems

Coaching and group sessions for managing stress

Train an existing employee as a mental health first-aider  

The option to work from home 

The option to work in the office more than what is needed 
 if the individual wants to do so 

Offer ‘work from anywhere’ for truly remote roles

Interesting and  

fulfilling work 

Financial stability but 

not at the expense of 

their mental health

To be nurtured, developed 

and to continually learn/

improve upon new skills 

A supportive culture 

where work-life balance  

is appreciated  

Mental health and 

wellbeing support

Flexibility in how,  

when and where their 

work is delivered 

Gen Z needs...

#1

The need How to achieve this

€
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Make your CSR and ESG policies a strand  
within your marketing communications

Release a report each year that updates  

the public on where you are in your strategy

Introduce a personality test in the interview stage  
to ensure individual fits well within your organisation

Bring a values-led conversation in at interview stage 

Give employees the opportunity to input on which 
charities or community projects your company supports

Allow for ‘giving back’ days on top of holiday allowance

Look at payrise strategies beyond the traditional  
yearly increase

Ensure KPIs are set and expectations on salary are 
managed from the outset

Bring flexibility to holiday structures within your organisation 

Offer unpaid sabbaticals once the employee has been  
with your company for a specified amount of years 

To work for an 

environmentally 

conscious company 

Their employer to share 

their values and attitudes 

towards big issues 

The opportunity to give 

back and contribute towards 

causes they care about

A logical pay progression 

structure that is based on 

merit, skill and contribution 

as opposed to length of 

time served

Trust and freedom to earn 

prolonged periods of holiday 

(not just for parental leave)

The want How to achieve this
Gen Z wants... 

#2
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Progression

Learning new skills

Promotions

Title changes

Work-life balance

Quality colleague relationships

Supportive environment

Hybrid working set-up

Generous holiday 

Idea sharing encouraged  

Opportunities to mentor more junior colleagues

Investment in development

Incentives for new ideas within the business 

Big decisions up for discussion and debated 

Eco-friendly initiatives 

Options for shares or plans to become employee-owned

Growth

Happiness

Freedom

Personal success

Entrepreneurialism

Building a better future 

The motivation How to achieve this
Gen Z is motivated by...

#3
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Gen Z expects...

#4

Gen Z have grown up in one of the most 
culturally diverse environments in history,  
they value different ideas and viewpoints

Standardised reviews and pay rises are 
sometimes misdirected, a personal approach  
ensures employees feel seen  

Getting to know employee goals builds  
empathy, humanises corporate structures 
and helps retain employees

Rumours and hearsay can turn a company  
culture toxic, being transparent about both  
good and bad can build respect

Gen Z are incredibly social, and while 
working from home has its perks, they 
need face-to-face interaction too

An employer’s dedication  

to inclusion and diversity 

to be front and centre

A more personalised 

employee journey

Incentives centred  

around their quality of  

work whilst understanding  

their personal goals

Transparency in the 

organisation they 

work in

To be able to build  

bonds and relationships 

with colleagues, even 

in a hybrid working 

environment 

The expectation Digging deeper...
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